Defense mechanisms in patients with fibromyalgia and major depressive disorder
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ABSTRACT – Background and objectives: Fibromyalgia (FM) and depression has been suggested to share a common underlying etiology. Few studies have investigated the role of emotional regulation processes in FM compared to depressive disorders. The purpose of the current study was to explore the use of defense mechanisms in FM patients with and without comorbid lifetime depressive disorder (LDD), and to compare their use of defenses to healthy control subjects and patients with Major Depressive Disorder (MDD).

Methods: A total of 91 participants were included (17 with FM and LDD, 25 with FM but not LDD, 24 with MDD, and 25 healthy controls). Depressive disorders were identified by using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM Axis I disorders (SCID-I). All diagnosis of FM were confirmed to meet the American College of Rheumatology’s criteria for FM. The Life Style Index (LSI) was used to measure defense mechanisms.

Results and Conclusions: Group comparisons indicated that MDD patients and FM patients with LDD made significantly more use of defenses than healthy controls, whereas FM patients without LDD made significantly less use of defenses than both MDD patients and FM patients with LDD, but did not differ from healthy controls. Follow up analyses indicated significant main effects for the defense mechanisms of regression, compensation and displacement. This study suggests that FM and depression do not share common risk factors in terms of restricted affects or avoidance of conflicted feelings.
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Introduction

Fibromyalgia (FM) is defined by chronic, widespread pain and generalized elevated sensitivity to palpations in 11 or more of 18 localized tender points. In the general population, prevalence rates of 3.4% for women and 0.5% for men have been estimated. The etiology of FM is unknown, and the presented complaints are overlapping with those of other unexplained medical syndromes such as chronic fatigue and irritable bowel syndrome. High concurrent prevalence rates of depression in FM populations and coaggregations of depression and FM in families suggest shared etiologies and common familial risk factors for the two disorders.

Few studies have explored the mechanisms for emotional regulation of chronic pain compared to depression. Inabilities to modulate or express intense, unacceptable feelings have been proposed as shared risks for both chronic pain and depression. Moreover, restricted affects or avoidance of conflicted feelings have been shown to relate to increased pain and disability. On the contrary, relief from pain might be obtained by emotional disclosure. Accordingly, repressed, inhibited and denied negative emotions might have profound impact on how pain is experienced, interpreted and communicated by the individual.

Current definitions of defense mechanisms highlight their function in emotional regulation processes. They are assumed to modify conscious experience, thoughts and affects in response to stressors and painful events. Several attempts have been made to classify defense mechanisms in levels according to their maturity and adaptive value. Vaillant conceptualized four levels of maturity ranging from psychotic to immature, neurotic and mature defenses. The level of defensive functioning has been shown to relate to affective disorders, personality disorders as well as to healthy functioning.

Previously the relationship between chronic pain and defense has been studied by using the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) and its successor, MMPI-2. Several authors have argued that MMPI profiles with elevated scores on scale 1 (hypochondrias) and scale 3 (hysteria) compared to scale 2 (depression), indicate channeling of emotional problems into somatic concerns. Hence, this has been referred to as the conversion V profile. Graham claimed that patients with this profile excessively use defense mechanisms such as denial, projection and rationalization. The conversion V profile is disputed, however, since illness severity or somatic distress rather than defensive functioning may be expressed. In detecting defense mechanisms in patients with chronic pain, items unrelated to bodily symptoms and health complaints are therefore preferable. Tauschke and collaborators found chronic pain patients different from psychiatric patients in terms of defense mechanisms. The authors concluded that chronic pain is not associated with psychological defense mechanisms. However, they had no healthy control group. Another study reported that rationalization and regression predicted poor outcome of discectomy in low back pain patients, whereas coping mechanisms did not.

Few studies have explored the use of psychological defense mechanisms in patients with fibromyalgia. Leviatt et al. concluded that FM patients used dissociation far more than patients with rheumatoid arthritis. Some studies on alexithymia, a construct related to defense have suggested that difficulties in identifying feelings are characteristic of FM patients. Other studies have shown disparate findings.
The aim of the current study was two-fold. Firstly, we wanted to explore whether or not patients with FM rely more excessively on defense mechanisms compared to healthy controls, and secondly, we wanted to explore whether or not patients with FM use defense mechanisms similarly to patients with major depressive disorder. Due to high rates of depressive disorders among fibromyalgia patients, we wanted to investigate these relationships separately for those FM patients with a co morbid lifetime depressive disorder and those without a comorbid lifetime depressive disorder.

Method

Participants

The sample included 91 participants recruited from three different sites. Forty-two FM patients came mainly from the local Association of Fibromyalgia. Out of the 42 participants in the fibromyalgia group, 17 (40.5%) also met the criteria for lifetime depressive disorder (LDD). We chose to divide this group in two, i.e. 17 patients meeting the criteria for both LDD and FM and 25 patients meeting the criteria for FM but not LDD. Twenty-four patients meeting the criteria for non-psychotic major depressive disorder (MDD) came from a general psychiatric outpatient clinic. A control group of 25 voluntary women was recruited among cleaners at the University Hospital in Trondheim, and among nurse assistants at a local nursing home. None of which had higher level education (> 12 years). All groups consisted exclusively of women. Mean age was 47.2 years for the FM group without LDD (range 23 - 69), 46.7 years for FM patients with LDD (range 28 - 63), 45.2 years for the healthy control group (range 25-58) and 38.5 years for the MDD group (range 23-49 years).

Procedure

FM diagnoses were confirmed by a specialist in physical medicine. All FM patients were evaluated to meet the American College of Rheumatology’s criteria for FM. Moreover, all participants, except the controls, were diagnosed with the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM Axis I disorders (SCID-I). A trained psychologist (T.S.) conducted the interviews. Audio or videotaped interviews of a diagnostically mixed group of randomly selected patients (N = 30) were observed and rated by a second diagnostician. The inter-rater reliability was assessed by a paired rater design. Kappa values for a lifetime diagnosis of depressive disorder were 0.92.

The control subjects did not undergo diagnostic evaluations but were screened for widespread pain by self report using the Brief Pain Inventory and for depression using Beck’s depression inventory. A total of 50 questionnaires were handed out, and 31 (62%) were returned. Six control subjects were excluded due to reports of widespread chronic pain or because they scored above cut off (< 9) indicating mild depression on BDI. Accordingly, a total of 25 participants remained as control subjects. An overview of the recruitment and assessment procedure for each group is illustrated in figure 1.

Measurement

The Life Style Index (LSI) was used to identify defense mechanisms. This self report instrument was initially developed on the basis of Plutchik’s theory of emotions
holding that psychological defenses are related to specific affect states, and also, to diagnostic concepts. The following defense mechanisms are included: Compensation, denial, displacement, intellectualization (including undoing, sublimation and rationalization), projection, reaction formation, regression (including acting out and fantasy) and repression (including introjections and isolation). A total score, summing up all positive responses is also included, indicating an overall defensive functioning. The score on each scale were divided by the total number of items for every scale before estimating the mean. The validity of LSI has been demonstrated by positive correlations with anxiety for every scale except denial, and negative correlations with self esteem scorers. Studies having used the LSI indicate that depressed patients as well as patients with partial eating disorders use more immature (regression) and intermediate level (compensation and displacement) defense mechanisms than non-patients. The Norwegian translation of LSI has demonstrated the same psychometric properties as the original test. Internal reliabilities of the Norwegian scales are moderate while ‘test–retest’ scores are highly correlated.

Statistics

Total defense score seemed to follow a normal distribution. Each specific defense mechanism where also tested for normality and seemed by large to follow a normal distribution but with some being slightly skewed towards left. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with age as a covariate and total defense mechanisms score as the dependent variable was carried out to detect overall differences in the use of defense mechanisms between the four groups. Thereafter ANCOVAs with age as a covariate and each of the specific defense mechanisms as
dependent variables were conducted. Significant four groups ANCOVAs were then followed up with two group ANCOVA comparisons to detect which of the groups were different. All statistics were carried out by using SPSS version 13 for Windows. Due to the explorative nature of this study, a liberal $p = 0.05$ was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

An overall difference in terms of age was obtained between the groups by using one-way ANOVA ($F_{(3,88)} = 4.33, p < 0.01$). Post hoc Bonferroni comparisons revealed that the MDD group was younger than both the FM group with LDD, and the FM group without LDD ($p < 0.05$ and $p < 0.01$ respectively).

The mean and standard deviation of the various defense mechanisms are presented in Table I. Projection was the most frequently reported defense mechanism for every group, followed by intellectualization and reaction formation. Regression and displacement were the least used defense mechanism among the healthy controls and FM patients without comorbid LDD, whereas MDD patients made least use of compensation, and FM patients with LDD made least use of displacement.

Overall analysis of covariance revealed significant differences between the four groups in the total use of defense mechanisms ($F_{(3,86)} = 4.11, p < 0.01$) when adjusting for age. Post hoc two-group ANCOVA comparisons with age as a covariate indicated that the LSI total score distinguished between healthy control subjects and MDD patients ($F_{(1,46)} = 5.15, p < 0.05$), as well as between healthy control subjects and FM patients with LDD ($F_{(1,37)} = 7.92, p < 0.05$). Moreover, FM patients with LDD made significantly more total use of defense mechanisms compared to FM patients without LDD ($F_{(1,37)} = 3.82, p = 0.05$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defense mechanisms</th>
<th>Fibromyalgia With LDD (N = 17)</th>
<th>Fibromyalgia Without LDD (N = 25)</th>
<th>Major Depressive Disorder (N = 24)</th>
<th>Healthy controls (N = 25)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Score</td>
<td>0.38 (0.09)$^a$</td>
<td>0.33 (0.09)$^c$</td>
<td>0.37 (0.06)$^a$</td>
<td>0.30 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repression</td>
<td>0.37 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.38 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>0.28 (0.15)$^a$</td>
<td>0.19 (0.14)$^b$</td>
<td>0.33 (0.15)$^a$</td>
<td>0.14 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensation</td>
<td>0.37 (0.23)$^{ab}$</td>
<td>0.24 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.24 (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projection</td>
<td>0.54 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.46 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>0.24 (0.18)$^a$</td>
<td>0.17 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.27 (0.14)$^a$</td>
<td>0.14 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectualization</td>
<td>0.49 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.46 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.40 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction Formation</td>
<td>0.51 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.36 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial</td>
<td>0.32 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.35 (0.15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LDD = Lifetime Depressive Disorder

$^a p < 0.05$ compared to Healthy Control

$^b p < 0.05$ compared to MDD

$^c p = 0.05$ compared to FM with LDD
In terms of specific defense mechanisms, significant main effects were found in terms of regression ($F(3,86) = 8.05, p < 0.001$), compensation ($F(3,86) = 3.51, p < 0.05$) and displacement ($F(3,86) = 2.59, p = 0.05$). MDD patients differed from control subjects in the use of regression ($F(1,46) = 19.95, p < 0.001$) and displacement ($F(1,46) = 5.27, p < 0.05$). FM patients with LDD also made significantly more use of regression ($F(1,37) = 11.12, p < 0.01$) and displacement ($F(1,37) = 4.36, p < 0.05$) compared to healthy controls. Moreover, they made significantly more use of compensation compared to both healthy controls ($F(1,37) = 3.92, p < 0.05$), and MDD patients ($F(1,38) = 5.52, p < 0.05$). FM patients without LDD did not differ from healthy controls in the use of any defense mechanisms. They made significantly less use of regression compared to MDD patients ($F(1,46) = 7.51, p < 0.01$), however. No specific defense mechanisms significantly distinguished between the two FM groups, but FM patients with LDD displayed a tendency towards more use of regression ($F(1,37) = 3.47, p = 0.07$). All significant group differences are indicated in Table I.

Discussion

The aim of this study was to assess the use of defense mechanisms in FM patients with and without a comorbid lifetime depressive disorder, and to compare them to major depressed patients and healthy controls. Our main findings indicated that healthy controls had a lower overall defense score compared to both MDD patients and FM patients with LDD. Moreover, FM patients with LDD differed from FM patients without LDD on the total score. FM patients without LDD did not differ from the control group, however.

Use of specific defense mechanisms such as compensation, displacement and regression was significantly associated with meeting the criteria for a depressive disorder. These findings are in accordance with previous findings. Moreover, these findings are accounted for by theory implying that the use of defense mechanisms corresponds to the degree of psychopathology. The most significant association was found for regression. Regression has been referred to as representing the least adaptive defense mechanisms in LSI. Accordingly increased use of immature defense mechanisms may be accounted for by meeting the criteria for a depressive disorder.

The current study demonstrates that FM was not associated with increased use of defense mechanisms when comorbidity of a depressive disorder was accounted for. Consequently, excessive use of defense mechanisms does not seem to be a shared risk factor for FM and depression. Restricted affects and avoidance of conflicted feelings is related to depression, but not FM. Distinctions may thus be drawn between FM patients with and without comorbid lifetime depressive disorders in the use of defense mechanisms. Meeting the criteria for FM does not imply inflexible or pathological psychological functioning per se. Diagnosing depressive disorders, or any other psychopathology, is therefore essential in accounting for psychological functioning and emotional regulation of FM patients. These findings also underscore the fact that without any evidence of psychological illness, FM should not be attributed to hidden psychological causes.

A methodological advance of the present study compared to those using the MMPI is that an instrument specifically designed to measure defense mechanisms was used. However, the internal consistencies and specificity of the LSI scales have been criti-
cized\textsuperscript{32}. Conte & Apter\textsuperscript{28} admits that some degree of internal consistency had to be sacrificed when combining defense mechanisms into single scales because they are abstract concepts. Plutchik\textsuperscript{27} claimed that limited internal consistencies simply reflect the multidimensionality of the constructs. We therefore chose to use the total defense score in the initial analyses to give a general estimation of differences between the four groups in terms of defensive functioning. This is in line with other studies showing the empirical value of overall defensive functioning\textsuperscript{33}. On a general basis, self report measures of defense has been criticized for lack of validity\textsuperscript{34}. In terms of the individual defense mechanisms, our findings should therefore be interpreted with caution. The current study should be regarded as explorative in terms of specific defense mechanisms, and further studies using observer rated measures of defense may be required to investigate the relationships more closely. Since there seemed to be a slight deviation from normality in the distribution of compensation, displacement and repression, the ANOVA statistics should also be considered with caution for these analyses.

Defense mechanisms are regarded as relatively stable and lasting characteristics of individuals. Accordingly, their nature might be associated with FM independent of current depressive episodes. Moreover, previous episodes of depression have been claimed to predispose some individuals towards chronic pain disorders\textsuperscript{35}. We therefore chose to account for a lifetime episode of depression when assessing the relationship between FM and defense mechanisms. The diagnostic assessment of lifetime depressive disorder is based on retrospective reporting of symptoms, which may reduce the reliability of the diagnoses. On the other hand, the high inter-rater reliability suggests that the diagnoses were adequately obtained. Previous episodes of depression were not accounted for in the healthy control group, however, as they were screened for depressive symptoms and pain by using self-report instruments.

We did not account for severity of pain, stiffness or any other specific FM related symptoms. It might be argued that FM patients with a comorbid depressive disorder constitute a more severely affected sub-group of FM and that increased use of defenses may be attributed to the severity of FM. However, depression seem to be a risk factor for elevated functional limitations independent of pain intensity\textsuperscript{36}, and it is unlikely that defense mechanisms should be more strongly related to pain intensity than other functional outcome measures among FM patients.

Finally, a limitation of the current study is related to the moderate sample size (N = 91) and that recruitments were conducted at different sites. Relatively large standard deviations for specific defense mechanisms indicates that more precise estimates would be obtained by increasing the sample size, thus, reducing the sample error. The fact that MDD patients were recruited from tertiary care, whereas FM patients were not, might have contributed to differences in the severity of the cases included. That is, the MDD patients in our sample might have represented more severe cases than the FM patients.

In conclusion, this study did not support the notion that FM is associated with extensive use of defense mechanisms. Depressive disorder, however, was highly associated with defense mechanisms. Major distinctions seem to exist between those FM patients who meet the criteria for lifetime depressive disorder and those who do not in terms of defensive functioning.
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